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I sit in my car, biting my nails and staring up at the gray and mustard 
colored building that looms at the corner of 32nd and Balboa. 

The outside of San Francisco's George Washington High School is 
intimidating. Square and grim, it was obviously constructed by 
disciplinarians to mold young minds with a firm hand. 

Two weeks before, I was being briefed in my editor's office at The 
Chronicle, preparing for my monthlong undercover reporting 
assignment as a high school senior. 

One week before, I was dancing at my wedding. This morning, I kissed 
my new husband good-by and left my wedding ring on the shelf by the 
bed. Inside the school, lockers with scratched orange paint line the 
walls. The building is overwhelmingly large, with wide halls, high 
ceilings and swirling, vivid murals painted on the walls. 

The stairwells are dark and stained, the stairs bare concrete. The 
windows are thick panes of plastic, so scuffed they obscure a glorious 
view of the Golden Gate Bridge and mountains in the distance. 

The halls are jammed with kids on their way to class -- bumping, 
flirting, talking, greeting each other with high shrill cries. Most of the 
heads in the crowd are dark -- the student population is roughly 60 
percent Asian, 16.9 percent white and 13.2 percent black. 

I scan the crowd, wondering how well I will fit in. The kids dress like 
wary survivors -- faded jeans, T-shirts and sneakers. The look is 
"bummie," as one girl would later describe it, relaxed and casual, 
nothing too tight or too new. 

The principal, Al Vidal, is an imposing bulldog of a man with a kind 
face, creased by his long battle against discouraging odds. Teachers 
tell me later that Vidal is an exceptional administrator, loyal to his staff 



members and his school, determined to keep all of Washington's 
programs alive despite the fact that he has only $35.60 to spend on 
each student each year for books, supplies, everything except salaries. 
A single textbook costs an average of $30. 

The only person in the building besides Vidal who knows my secret is 
guidance counselor Linda Plack, a slender blonde with a sympathetic 
air and Susan Sarandon eyes. She arranges my schedule -- English 
Lit., American democracy, drama, auto shop, French 3 and art history. 
I would have liked to take P.E., but the tennis class is full and the 
weights class conflicts with English. No math -- I told my boss she isn't 
paying me enough to take trigonometry. 

Erica, a petite, soft-spoken girl with shoulder-length dark hair, shows 
up to give me a tour. I try to make conversation as she points out the 
library ("It's usually closed") the cafeteria ("No one goes there") and 
the bathrooms ("Don't go in if you can help it"). 

She kindly invites me to have lunch with her later and walks me to my 
first class -- American democracy, an honors class for seniors. 

Inside the room, desks are drawn into a large circle. Wooden 
bookcases hold stacks of paper and stapled Xerox sheets. A 
blackboard covers one wall, and colorful political posters the others. 

I sit next to Erica and accidentally make my first enemy -- Erica's 
friend Dona, a pale, delicate-looking girl with blond hair and a British 
accent, who seems displeased to find her seat taken. 

Looking around the circle of chairs, I see a wildly diverse mix of 
cultural heritages, although the kids have neatly divided themselves -- 
there are four Koreans seated together, then three whites, four 
Chinese and so on. 

While racial relations seem relaxed, there is a language/cultural gap. 
Some of the students' grasp of English is so minimal that 
communication is difficult. One boy sits and giggles helplessly under 
the teacher's gentle questioning. Is he nervous? Stupid? Merely 
uncomprehending? Hard to say. 

Both this class and the next, art history, are pleasant surprises -- each 
is taught by an energetic, enthusiastic teacher who holds control of the 
class and presents interesting material. 



After class, Erica takes me to lunch along with her friend Heather, a 
straightforward girl with long brown hair. They tell me the cafeteria at 
Washington is used mainly by kids who qualify for federal lunches. 
Under the school's open-campus policy, most of the students wander 
off to neighborhood restaurants or eat their bag lunches sitting in the 
bleachers around the $200,000 track currently under construction. 

We walk down Balboa Street to a small cafe. Crowds of kids ahead of 
us drift and loiter in the bright, warm air, carrying cans of Coke and 
cartons of takeout, leaving a steady stream of litter and high-pitched 
voices behind them. 

When I ask Erica what she thinks of the school, she tells me the kids 
are very aware of the budget problems, the shortage of books, the 
overworked teachers. 

"It's not a very good school," she says. "They don't care about the 
students; they don't care about getting us into college." 

I doubt that. Certainly Vidal cares, and the teachers seem motivated 
and concerned. 

But there are 2,767 students and only 131 certified staff members. 
Vidal tells me that the loss of personnel -- the teachers, library 
technicians, custodians and hall clerks -- has been the most painful 
effect of the budget crisis. 

The kids can have little contact with adults when parents work and 
teachers are burdened with overpopulated classes. These kids cook 
their own dinners and rocket through their own worlds with a baffled, 
grim pragmatism. It is a quick way to end a childhood. 

"A lot of the teachers here care," one kid tells me later, "but they're 
really busy. Last year, I could walk in and talk to this one teacher 
anytime I had something on my mind. This year, he's always out in 
the hall, trying to get people to go to class." 

After lunch I have English Lit. The teacher, Mr. Davis, carefully hands a 
dog-eared copy of "Death of a Salesman" to each student. 

"These books belong to me," he says. "Please don't lose them. I'll have 
to replace them out of my own pocket." 



I stuff my copy into my backpack, trying to keep my head down, 
listening to him explain why our papers haven't been graded yet. 

"I'm sorry about this," he says, "But I just can't take up in my private 
life the slack from the education cuts. I have 25 percent more students 
than I should have. I have to be frank with you -- this will affect you. I 
don't know when I'll be able to get these papers back," 

Bob Davis is a charming, ginger-haired man with a dry sense of 
humor, a true vocation for teaching and 24 years of experience. He 
paid for the classical art posters that cover the walls. When he wants 
to teach a certain text, he scours garage sales and used-book stores 
for copies. It generally takes him three or four years to collect a class 
set. 

When he can't find all the books he needs, he makes up the difference 
with photocopies. But Washington already has gone through a third of 
its yearly paper allotment, so copying is limited now. Because there is 
only one ragged set of 30 grammar texts for roughly 150 students, 
there is no grammar homework. 

The problems are no more severe here than elsewhere -- George 
Washington ranks academically in the upper third of the 110 schools in 
the San Francisco Unified School District. Grade-point averages are 
virtually equal to the district averages, test scores are generally higher 
and dropout rates are lower. 

I head to my next class, drama, held in a large auditorium that looks 
well-equipped but rundown. The teacher, Rita DeMatteis, affectionately 
dubbed Mrs. D by her students, is a vivacious woman with curly brown 
hair and a brusque, businesslike style. She teaches a full cadre of 
enthusiastic kids, putting on shows that, Erica tells me, are usually 
sold out. 

Mrs. D takes one hard look at me and decides I should be in advanced 
drama, where I might be "more comfortable." I must look horribly 
overdeveloped for my age, which I am giving out to be 18 -- almost 
19. One kid comes up to me and says, "Excuse me, but the whole 
class wants to know -- who are you? You look so old." 

The last period of the day is French, taught by Stephanie Martin, who 
works to keep the attention of the class as we struggle through the 
tedious basic exercises. One boy says Canada is east of the United 



States. A girl with long red fingernails picks at her nail polish. I hear 
the ringing of the final bell with relief. 

TUESDAY, SEPT. 22 

Made a great discovery today -- the PRC, Peer Resource Center. The 
PRC is not only a group of kids but a place, a schoolroom they have 
converted into something that looks almost like a clubhouse. There are 
huge, sagging sofas, broken chairs, an electric kettle, shelves of coffee 
mugs and spoons. 

The PRC kids are carefully trained to run a variety of outreach 
programs, including sex education, suicide prevention and abuse 
counseling. For many of them, the center provides a reason to come to 
school every day. 

"There's nothing else like the PRC," Dona tells me later. "No one has 
an ideal family. There has to be something to give you hope. This 
place empowers people." 

The center is staffed by two adults, a genial, silver-haired psychology 
teacher named Don Leach, who started the program, and Vicki 
Abadesco, a gentle, dark-eyed young counselor who works deftly and 
unobtrusively with the kids. I hear that Vicki may lose her job in the 
next round of cuts. 

I go to the PRC room at lunchtime to see if I can scare up another 
lunch date with Erica. The room is filled with kids talking, rambling 
around, eating lunch, catching up on homework. I recognize a few of 
them from my drama class. 

A guy named Elliot comes over to find out if I want to sign up for the 
PRC training. He is tall, hawk-faced, with dark hair pulled back into a 
ponytail on top and shaved on the sides. He's in my drama class as 
well. I tell him that I'm interested in the training, although I don't 
know exactly what it is. 

A small triumph -- I finally find the girls' bathrooms on each floor. 
Some of the stalls are missing doors. Recent budget cuts included 
custodians, which means filthy bathrooms, sinks filled with paper 
towels and permanently out-of-order toilets. Last year, the kids tell 
me, the second- and third-floor bathrooms were locked because they 
couldn't be properly cleaned. 



WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 23 

The auto shop teacher, Rodney Schweiger, lends me one of the 
precious books to take home so I can catch up with the rest of the 
class. There is only one class set, so all reading is generally done in 
school. 

We go around the room reading safety rules out loud, and one boy 
stumbles so badly over the word "instruction" that Mr. Schweiger takes 
over for him. The boy must be reading at such a low level that he'll 
never get through a whole chapter of auto mechanics in the allotted 20 
minutes. 

In drama class, I audition for a role in the play "Curious Savage" and 
dodge Mrs. D's interest in my performance by telling her I have an 
after-school job. 

My cover story is developing rapidly and elaborately under the steady 
stream of questions asked by the kids in the drama class. I tell them 
I'm from Washington, D.C., (true, although I graduated from high 
school in 1984) which I hope will account for some of my strangeness. 

"Do you have a boyfriend?" asks a girl named Rachelle, a flawlessly 
beautiful girl with creamy cafe-au-lait skin and large hazel eyes. 

I think fast. It seems safer to admit a boyfriend, in case I ever bump 
into any of the kids while my husband is around. "Yeah," I say. "But 
my parents don't like him." 

"So, like, how come you have a boyfriend, if you just moved here?" 
Rachelle purrs. 

"Well, he was my boyfriend from home," I tell her, "but he's trying to 
transfer to S.F. State so we can be together." 

The kids definitely smell a rat, as does Mrs. D. She looks intently into 
my face. "Hmm," she says, "You have a job and boyfriend already -- 
you have more things going here after two days than most people 
have in four years." I just shrug. 

THURSDAY, SEPT. 24 



Big doings at the PRC at lunchtime today. 

Lounging on various chairs and couches around the room, the kids 
munch their sandwiches and talk about "Free," a support group that 
wants to meet in the PRC on Wednesdays at lunch. 

The problem is that some of the kids who eat their lunch in the room, 
including Dona, don't want to be kicked out on Wednesdays. "I feel 
like my rights are being violated," she says. 

Elliot and Ying-sun, a tall, thin, intelligent guy with a long ponytail, 
glasses and an explosive temperament, argue that Free belongs in the 
PRC room at lunchtime. 

After an increasingly heated exchange, Ying-sun finally loses his 
temper and shouts at Dona. She bursts into tears, runs out of the 
room and slams the door, leaving an awkward silence behind her. 

Don, the adult PRC director, gets up out of his chair. It is rare that he 
or Vicki interfere, but they do come forward when adult intervention is 
needed. 

"Some people can't be screamed at," Don says. "It's like punching 
them in the face." White-faced, Ying-sun gets up and leaves. Everyone 
else sits uncertainly, wondering what will happen next. ---------- 

TOMORROW: Fireworks in the PRC! 

BC: CHART: A SCHOOL'S FAILING BUDGET 

The impact of recent fiscal cuts at George Washington High School 

-- STAFF LEVELS 

1988-89 1991 92 
school year school year 
Students 2,632 2,767 
Classroom teachers (a) 112 (b) 
112 
Counselors 6 3 
Librarians 2 2 
Principal, asst. principals 4 3 



-- Average class size 

1988-89 
31.4 
1991-92 34 
-- Total spending per student 

1988-89 (d) 
$3,163 
1991-92 $2,871 
-- Total school budget (c) 

1988-89 (d) $8.32 million 
1991-92 $7.94 million 
-- Funds available per student for books and 
sipplies 
(In actual dollars) 

1988-89 $36.60 
1991-92 $35.60 
Average cost of 
one textbook 
$30.00 
(a) Full-time equivalent positions; because some teachers are part 
time, the actualnumber of teachers is higher. (b) One position 
classified as teacher/counselor. (c) Salaries account for about 60% of 
total budget. (d) 1988-89 figures have been adjusted to 1991 dollars 
for comparative purposes.Actual 1988-89 budget figure was $7.23 
million, or $2,747 per student. 

Source: S.F. Unified School District, School Operations Dept. 

-- GEORGE WASHINGTON HIGH SCHOOL = Students: 2,767 - 
Teachers/certified staff: 131 - Grades: 9-12 - School day: 7:40 a.m to 
3:13 p.m. - Year building constructed: 1936 - School colors: Scarlet 
and gray - Team name: Eagles - Athletic teams: 27 - Clubs and 
organizations: 40 - Percentage of students who are 

fluent in a language other than english: 18.5% - Average daily 
attendances, 1990-91: 98.5% - Dropout rate, 1990-91: 

Washington 



2.9% 
Districtwide 
7.0% 
MAP 
Campus Facilities: Main classroom building, shop wing, library, 
computercenter, auditorium, 2 gymnasiums, athletic field. football 
stadium	  


